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1. Introduction 
The current global crisis has hit the economy of Barcelona, but tourism seems to be the sector that is 

best beating it. With the increasing importance of Chinese tourists, companies are starting to draw 

attention to them, but neither businesses nor the public sector have taken significant measures to 

capture this source of tourism. Despite the crisis, 2013 is a great year. This year Chinese tourists have 

become the world’s biggest spenders and Barcelona is hosting the World’s Best Restaurant, so there is 

not a moment to lose. Casually, Chinese tourists have a strong interest in cuisine and it looks like 

gastronomy is the best ambassador of Barcelona right now. This project aims at creating a strategy to 

promote Barcelona among Chinese tourists with the objective of increasing tourism and boosting the 

economy in Barcelona. Not only that, but it also aims at finding innovative ways to create economic 

and social value at the same time. The promotion plan of Barcelona will enhance its image, generate 

jobs and stimulate the economy. Interestingly, it will also generate a profit for the investor that will 

incentivize keeping promoting the city. The economy is facing difficulties, but in a way full of 

obstacles we can also encounter opportunities and this is the idea behind this project. If the tourism in 

Barcelona is doing well and Chinese tourists are going to play an important role in the near future, 

what’s best than linking together these ideas and let creativity flow?  

2. Antecedents 
According to the experts, the best way to increase tourism in any city is by promoting it abroad and by 

adapting their offerings to the tastes of the guests. Some attractive touristic destinations have launched 

specific promotion campaigns in China, but they forgot about the important impact of digital 

marketing in this country. Although there are several studies showing the preferences and behavior of 

the Chinese in terms of traveling, the art of adapting touristic destinations to Chinese tourists is little 

explored. In Spain the consultancy company Chinese Friendly International adapted Seville to 

Chinese travelers in 2011 and the impact on tourism is expected to be positive. Moreover, this year 

Barcelona has hosted the Third International Congress on Asian Tourism. The reality is that in 

Barcelona it is emerging a wave of professionals that are willing to adapt their businesses to attract 

and welcome the Chinese, but only a few companies have actually taken it seriously. Thus, the 

antecedents of this project are few. 

3. Objectives 
The main objectives of this project are the following: 

1) To position Barcelona as the capital of the gastronomy in China 

2) To create a strategy to promote Barcelona that will increase Chinese tourism and boost the 

Catalan economy in a context of crisis 

3) To find and develop business opportunities that can create both economic and societal value 
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4. Topic analysis 

4.1 Promotion plan of Barcelona in China 

4.1.1 Mission statement 
The main objective of this plan is “to promote Barcelona as the capital of the gastronomy in China to 

attract Chinese tourists and to obtain a profitability”. 

4.1.2 Situation analysis 
Before designing the promotion plan of Barcelona it is necessary to analyze the environment, especially 

the Chinese market, the situation of tourism in Barcelona and the competition. Moreover, since the key 

way to reach the Chinese consumer is through digital marketing, it is paramount to analyze the way it 

works in China. 

4.1.2.1 The Chinese market 
China has become the second largest economy, with a GDP of $7.318 trillion and an annual GDP 

growth of 9,3% in 2011. The GNI-PPP per capita in the same year was $9.390, which represents a 

growth of 295% over the last decade. 1

Size of the total market:  

 (See Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 to understand the importance of 

China more deeply). 

The total market is the Chinese population, which are 1.343.239.923 people. The fact that in 2011 

only 70.250.000 Chinese traveled internationally (5,22% of the total population)2, compared to a 24% 

of Europeans that traveled abroad the same year3

Importance of the Chinese market: 

, means that the traveling abroad market penetration 

in China is low and there is a high potential. 

• Nowadays 70.000 Chinese tourists travel to Barcelona every year. However, according to the 

World Tourism Organization (WTO), 300.000 Chinese tourists are expected to come in 2020. 

• China is the country with the highest spending on international tourism in the world. Chinese 

travelers spent a record of US$ 102 billion on international tourism in 2012, a 40% rise from 

US$ 73 billion in 2011.4

• In 2012 Chinese travelers to Europe averaged a spend of US$ 15.000 per trip.

 
5

                                                             
1 The World Bank, 2011. “China Data”. Available at: <

 

http://data.worldbank.org/country/china> [Accessed 5 May 2013]. 
2 Travel China Guide, 2011. China Outbound Tourism in 2011. Available at: 
<http://www.travelchinaguide.com/tourism/2011statistics/outbound.htm> [Accessed 5 May 2013]. 
3 Eurostat, 2011. Tourism in Europe: Results for 2011. [pdf] Available at: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-SF-12-
028/EN/KS-SF-12-028-EN.PDF [Accessed 5 May 2013]. 
4 UNWTO, 2013. China: the new number one tourism source market in the world.[press release] 4 April 2013. Available at: 
<http://media.unwto.org/en/press-release/2013-04-04/china-new-number-one-tourism-source-market-world> [Accessed 5 May 2013]. 
5 China Luxury Network, 2013. [online] Available at: <http://chinaluxurynetwork.com/2013/03/bloomberg-chinese-tourists-prefer-
shopping-over-sight-seeing/> [Accessed 5 May 2013]. 

http://data.worldbank.org/country/china�
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/tourism/2011statistics/outbound.htm�
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-SF-12-028/EN/KS-SF-12-028-EN.PDF�
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-SF-12-028/EN/KS-SF-12-028-EN.PDF�
http://chinaluxurynetwork.com/2013/03/bloomberg-chinese-tourists-prefer-shopping-over-sight-seeing/�
http://chinaluxurynetwork.com/2013/03/bloomberg-chinese-tourists-prefer-shopping-over-sight-seeing/�
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• China is the world's largest outbound tourism market since 2012, with an estimated 83 million 

overseas trips made by Chinese citizens in that year.6

• In 1999 less than 10 million Chinese traveled abroad, in 2011 70 million traveled 

internationally and it is expected that in 2015 this amount will increase up to 100 million.

 

7

• By 2015, China will hold the world’s fourth largest concentration of wealthy people.

 
8

• There is a growing middle class that will be willing to travel in the near future.   

 

• “There will be an average of 25 million first-time Chinese travellers every year, for the next 

10 years”.9

Trends: 

 

According to the professionals I interviewed for this project (See Exhibit 3), Chinese consumers have 

a strong interest in the gastronomy. Going to restaurants is an important habit in their culture because 

it is where business is done and where they have family reunions. Tasting expensive wines has 

become a hobby among Chinese wealthy people. Furthermore, when traveling they consider 

destinations that can bring them status and improve their health and well-being. Thus, they are 

looking for luxury shopping and premium experiences. Interestingly, Chinese tourists prefer shopping 

over sight-seeing. When they come to Europe, they usually visit many cities in a multitour, usually 

Paris, Berlin, Rome and London. However, multiple destinations trips are being replaced by in-depth 

and theme tours. Chinese are very dependent when it comes to traveling, that is why they like to have 

their trips organized. The factors that influence Chinese tourists when traveling are availability of 

direct flights, information in Chinese and easiness of obtaining a visa. Although Chinese consumers 

research information about destinations online, offline travel agency is still dominating the booking 

channel as “63% of the Chinese book through offline travel agencies and 28% online”10. Finally, 

95% of Chinese tourists are dissatisfied with the current travel products and services11

4.1.2.2 Barcelona 

, both domestic 

and international, and therefore are demanding higher quality services and personalized travel 

experiences. (See Exhibit 4 for more information about the behavior of Chinese travelers). 

Barcelona is known as an internationally recognized tourist destination. It hosted 7.133.524 tourists in 

2010, from which 27,7% were Spanish and 49,5% were European (Spain not included). On the other 

hand, only 73.000 Chinese tourists came to Barcelona, but the good news is that this amount will be 

increased. (See Exhibit 5 for more information about tourism in Barcelona). 

                                                             
6 The China Tourism Academy, 2013. [online] Available at: < http://www.wantchinatimes.com/news-subclass-
cnt.aspx?id=20130428000008&cid=1102> [Accessed 31 May 2013] 
7 Li, A. Director of Tourism Promotion Center (Agència Catalana de Turisme). Citation in III International Tourism on Asian Tourism 
8 Atsmon, Y. and Dixit, V., McKinsey Quarterly, 2009. Understanding China’s wealthy. [online] Available at: 
<http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/marketing_sales/understanding_chinas_wealthy> [Accessed 5 May 2013]. 
9 Li, A. Director of Tourism Promotion Center (Agència Catalana de Turisme). Citation in III International Tourism on Asian Tourism 
10 Li, A. Director of Tourism Promotion Center (Agència Catalana de Turisme). Citation in III International Tourism on Asian Tourism 
11 Gaimundiz, D., 2011. El turismo chino en España. Masters. University of Seville 

http://www.wantchinatimes.com/news-subclass-cnt.aspx?id=20130428000008&cid=1102�
http://www.wantchinatimes.com/news-subclass-cnt.aspx?id=20130428000008&cid=1102�
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The tourism in Barcelona is internationally promoted by two public organizations, which are Turisme 

de Barcelona and Agència Catalana de Turisme. Moreover, there are many Spanish and Catalan 

gastronomic organizations and projects that somehow are promoting the Catalan gastronomy among 

tourists. The gastronomy in Barcelona is actually very attractive since the city is hosting the world’s 

best restaurant, Celler de Can Roca. In Barcelona and its surroundings there are 73 restaurants with at 

least a Michelin Star. (See Exhibit 6 for more information about the organizations and Exhibit 7 for 

the Michelin Star restaurants in Barcelona and its surroundings).  

Barcelona has already some direct presence in China. For example, in 2006 Agència Catalana de 

Turisme set up a representative office in Shanghai. Other concrete actions in China are identified in 

the Strategic Plan of Tourism 2015 created by Turisme de Barcelona and Casa Asia is also working 

on improving the image of Barcelona in China. In order to understand the position of Barcelona in the 

market, we can observe its strengths and weaknesses, from a Chinese point of view, and the threats 

and opportunities that we encounter: 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

• Good reputation of Barcelona in China 

• Attractive gastronomy and wines from 

Barcelona 

• Association of Barcelona with a healthy 

and Mediterranean place 

• Positive image of F.C. Barcelona in 

China 

 

• Difficulty to obtain a Spanish VISA 

• Not seen as a city for shopping luxury 

brands 

• Not enough information about Barcelona 

in Chinese  

• No direct flights from China to Barcelona 

• Insecure city (pick pocketing) 

• Not seen as a business city 

• Not seen as a Chinese friendly city (not 

adaptation) 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

• Demand for organized trips to Barcelona  

• Demand for quality information about 

Barcelona in Chinese 

• Demand for improved adapted service of 

restaurants to Chinese  

• The appreciation of Chinese Yuen 

against Euro motivates Chinese to travel 

to Europe 

• Other European cities can launch 

marketing campaigns to attract Chinese 

tourists 

• Relation that can be done between 

Barcelona and Spain, which has a 

negative image in China 

• Lack of private capital to attract Chinese 

tourists because of the financial crisis 

Source: own data 
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4.1.2.3 Competition 
The main competitors of Barcelona are Paris, Rome, Berlin and London. Chinese tourists usually 

travel to Europe with a multitour and visit around three cities. The truth is that Barcelona is nowadays 

far behind its competitors and receives less Chinese tourists. Paris is the main European destination 

for them because it is known as a shopping city.  While Barcelona and its surroundings have 73 

Michelin starred restaurants, Paris has 82, Rome has 14, Berlin 13 and London 51. (See Exhibit 8 for 

more information about the key competitors of Barcelona). 

4.1.2.4 Digital marketing in China 
Internet and social media are the most powerful tools of influence in China. This is because of the 

number of users, the time they spend online and the trust that social media generates. Currently, there 

are 950 million Internet users and 1.108 million mobile users. Moreover, they spend 75 minutes using 

social media every day, while Americans only spend 37 minutes.  On top of that, according to the 

Digital Influence index, 85% of Chinese consumers view the Internet as the most influential channel 

and 95% think that companies actively engaged in micro-blogging are more trust-worthy. (See 

Exhibit 9 to know more about the information channels).  

Chinese do not use Western social media such as Facebook because it is banned, but they have their 

equivalents, such as Sina Weibo, Youku, Weixin, Baidu, etc. Each social media is targeted to a 

different group of the Chinese society (See Exhibit 10 to see the Chinese social media and its 

equivalents). Micro-blogging is especially important because Chinese consumers like to actively 

interact and they are influenced by other’s users opinions about products or services. Moreover, 

companies can communicate with consumers and gather data about their needs and opinions, so it is a 

way of doing marketing research and it allows companies to adapt products to their target. More 

importantly, through this “one-to-one” communication brand loyalty is created. 

Weixin seems to be the best channel to reach wealthy Chinese consumers. There are 130.000 

companies with Weixin accounts with an average of 5.000 followers that do between 5 and 10 posts 

per day. It is key to engage opinion leaders to talk about products because they have many followers 

and they have the ability to influence decisions and shape trends. Finally, QR codes are widely used 

by companies that want to link the users to their webpages. 

4.1.3 Strategy formulation 

4.1.3.1 Marketing objectives and strategies 
• Marketing objectives: 

- Positioning Barcelona as the capital of the gastronomy in China 

- Increasing the attractiveness of Barcelona in China 

- Increasing the number of Chinese tourists in Barcelona 
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• Strategies: 

- Targeting wealthy Chinese travelers, since they travel more and influence the society 

- Creating a digital marketing campaign called “Delicious Barcelona” in China with strong 

presence in social media focused on wealthy Chinese travelers interested in cuisine 

- Developing promotion actions that support the marketing campaign 

 

4.1.3.2 Segmentation, targeting and positioning 
Segmentation: 

The market of this project is the 

Chinese population and it is 

segmented based on their wealth. 

In terms of income distribution, 

“1.042,9 million people are 

middle-low class (those earning 

less than US$ 60.000 per year), 

300 million people are middle-

high class (those earning between 

US$ 60.000 and US$ 200.000 per 

year) and there are 320.000 

Chinese that are high class (those 

having an income higher than 

US$ 200.000 per year)”.12

In turn, high class can be split between mass of prestige (those earning between US$ 200.000 and 

US$ 300.000 per year), entry prestige (those earning between US$ 300.000 and US$ 800.000 per 

year), prestige (those earning between US$ 800.000 and US$ 3.000.000 per year) and top prestige 

(those earning more than US$ 3.000.000 per year). 

 

Targeting: 

The target of this project is the prestige group, so 25.600 Chinese consumers earning between US$ 

800.000 and US$ 3.000.000 per year. We cannot target the top prestige segment because they travel 

on their own, not in organized trips. In contrast, the prestige group usually buys thematic organized 

trips and they have the second highest purchasing power to visit Barcelona. Moreover, lower classes 

in China are very influenced by high classes, so by getting the rich influencers to Barcelona the 

number of people willing to travel to this city will be multiplied in the future. Finally, the objective of 

                                                             
12 Sánchez, M. Marketing professor at ESADE and President of the China Marketing Center. Personal communication. 

Middle-low 
class; 

1.042.900.000 

Middle-high 
class, 

300.000.000 
 

High class; 
320.000 High class can be split: 

 
- Mass of prestige (80%): 
   256.000 people 
 
- Entry prestige (10%): 
   32.000 people 
 
- Prestige (8%): 
   25.600 people 
 
- Top prestige (2%): 
   6.400 people 
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the Chinese wealthy consumer is to increase their status by traveling, so the prestige group will be 

motivated to visit Barcelona. 

Positioning: 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.3.3 Promoting the gastronomy of Barcelona 
The promotion plan’s name is “Delicious Barcelona” or translated into Chinese美味巴塞罗那. The 

ideas to attract Chinese travelers under this promotion plan are the following: 

1) Offering premium gastronomy trips to Chinese travelers. It is a direct way to get Chinese 

travelers to visit Barcelona, promote the restaurants and the city itself. The name of the trip will be 

“Delicious Barcelona Tour”. This represents a business opportunity further explained in part 2. 

2) Creating a website of restaurants in Chinese. Nowadays there is not any specific website in 

Chinese about the restaurants of Barcelona. According to the interviewees, when Chinese tourists 

come to Barcelona, they feel lost and do not know where to go. Therefore, it is necessary to create a 

website in Chinese with free quality information about gastronomy and restaurants with Michelin 

stars, as the target is wealthy consumers. Moreover, they will be able to make a reservation at a 

restaurant by sending an email to the website. This service will be free of charge, as the final objective 

of the plan is to promote Barcelona. The website will also include information about the Delicious 

Barcelona Tour because any Chinese checking the website can be a potential customer. 

As the website will offer the service of making reservations at restaurants for free, all the restaurants 

will be interested in appearing on the website, which will be free for them. Moreover, restaurants will 

BARCELONA 

Capital of the 
Mediterranean 

and world's 
cuisine 

Hosting Celler 
Can 

Roca,World's 
Best Restaurant 

Well-being and 
healthy  

destination 

Cultural and 
historical city 

Leisure 

Luxury shopping 
experience 
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be able to advertise themselves in the website, and thus increase their brand awareness, by paying an 

annual fee. Therefore, advertisement in the website will be a source of income. 

The website will include general information about gastronomy in Barcelona, a map with the 

Michelin Star restaurants of Barcelona, a blog with news, a section with information about the 

Delicious Barcelona Tour and a link to download an application (explained as follows). Please, have a 

look at the website through the following link: http://isabelalbareda1.wix.com/deliciousbarcelona This 

website has been designed according to the suggestions from the interviewees, that have contributed 

to improve it and make it appealing to the wealthy Chinese traveler. 

The website will be promoted in China through a marketing digital campaign (explained in the next 

section) to make sure that Chinese travelers can have access to it. 

3) Creating an offline application mobile in Chinese. Currently it doesn’t exist any application in 

Chinese about the restaurants in Barcelona. The application will have the same parts as the website 

but it will be offline, as usually Chinese travelers do not have Internet abroad. Concerning price, it 

will be free because even though the target is wealthy people, they only download free applications. It 

can also generate returns through advertisements from restaurants. 

4) Adapting restaurants in Barcelona through a protocol of service. One of the main weaknesses 

of the restaurants in Barcelona is that they are not Chinese friendly. By this it is meant that they do 

not follow any protocol to serve Chinese consumers. According to the study “Turismo chino en 

España”, poor service in restaurants is the third reason of dissatisfaction among Chinese tourists 

visiting Spain. Therefore, restaurants receiving Chinese travellers should follow a protocol of service 

explained as follows because it would improve the satisfaction of Chinese consumers and enhance the 

image of Barcelona in China. This service of adaptation will be given to the restaurants for free, as the 

objective is to boost tourism. In return, restaurants should be willing to collaborate with the Delicious 

Barcelona Trip and by advertising themselves in the website. 

Through the organization of a focus group with 6 participants, many ways in which restaurants can be 

adapted to Chinese clients have been identified:  

1) Having menus translated into Chinese 

2) Having pictures of the dishes in the menus 

3) Having a wider offer of teas in the menu 

4) Including hot water as a drink in the menu 

5) Offering tea to Chinese customers as a drink before eating 

6) Offer chopsticks to Chinese customers 

7) Recommendations from the waiter on the tastes 

http://isabelalbareda1.wix.com/deliciousbarcelona�
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8) Letting the Chinese customer try different wines before ordering a bottle 

9) Hot food should be really hot 

10) Giving a hot towel when they arrive at the restaurant  

11)  If it is a group of Chinese, offering them a round table rather than a rectangular one 

12) The waiter should take into account that they will most probably share everything 

13) The waiter should respect the hierarchies when giving the menus 

(See Exhibit 11 for the explanations of each recommendation). 

The website, the mobile application, the premium gastronomy trip and the adaptation of restaurants 

are complementary. Firstly, wealthy Chinese travelers coming to Barcelona that are interested in 

gastronomy will check the website to find information about restaurants and make reservations. 

Moreover, those travelers that are looking for more value and are interested in organized trips and 

culinary activities will be able to find information about a gastronomy trip that is unique. Thus, the 

website itself will drive potential customers for the trip. Since the mobile application is offline, it will 

allow travelers to have access to information when they are in Barcelona without Internet. Finally, the 

adaptation of all the restaurants to Chinese tastes will make the experience of the Chinese customer 

outstanding and it will generate a positive word-of-mouth that can make increase tourism.  

4.1.3.4 Digital marketing campaign 
Given the importance of social media in China, it is paramount to position the website of Delicious 

Barcelona through a digital marketing campaign. Moreover, the majority of high-class Chinese live in 

Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou, but according to the China Market Research Group, the fastest 

growing millionaires are in second, third and fourth tier cities such as Dalian, Harbin and Chengdu. 

Therefore, the digital marketing campaign will be more effective in reaching all the potential 

customers: 

                                             

 

SUCCESS 

 

 

 

 

- Promotional video in Youku 
- Celebrity blogger talking 
positively about Barcelona 

Presence in: 
- Weixin 
 

Delicious Barcelona 
website hosted in China  
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The objective of the digital marketing campaign is to get the target to visit the website of Delicious 

Barcelona. The first step is creating a video that represents the positioning of Barcelona as the capital 

of the Mediterranean and world’s gastronomy. The message has to put emphasis on the fact that the 

restaurant Celler de Can Roca has been named World’s Best Restaurant this year. For example it can 

show spots of Barcelona, restaurants, the modernism of Gaudí, Passeig de Gràcia as a shopping area, 

the Casino and Costa Brava. This video should be promoted as a rollover in Youku (the 20 seconds 

advertisement that appears before watching a video on Youku). Moreover, a gastronomy blogger like 

Penny Dai (who has 200.000 followers) should be engaged to start micro-blogging about the 

Barcelona page. Chinese famous bloggers are very effective in influencing the society. A good way to 

achieve this is to invite her to experience the Delicious Barcelona Tour. 

The second step is creating a channel of Delicious Barcelona in Weixin, which is the best social 

media channel to target the wealthiest Chinese travelers. The channel will get followers through the 

two actions described above. Hence, the video on Youku will have a link to access the Delicious 

Barcelona page in Weixin and the gastronomy blogger will share the same link in their blog. The 

interaction with Chinese travelers on Weixin is important to create trust, solve their doubts and create 

loyalty in the future. At this point, the role of a community manager is paramount. This person will be 

in charge of engaging with the followers and answer their questions in real time (travelers will feel 

more valued as real time is a way of life for the Chinese). Therefore, he or she should live in China 

and the communication will be in Chinese. The community manager will also encourage users to 

share their experiences in Barcelona on Weixin, uploading pictures and videos. This word-of-mouth is 

also going to be effective in influencing other Chinese travelers to visit Barcelona. 

Finally, through the Weixin channel, Chinese travelers will have access to the website about 

gastronomy in Barcelona, where they will be able to see information about restaurants, download the 

application and find information about the gastronomy trip to Barcelona. The website will be hosted 

in China (.CN) for many reasons. Firstly, it will help avoiding censorship and having a better 

placement in the search engine Baidu (the equivalent to Google in China). Another advantage is that 

.CN is a respected Chinese brand and it will allow to build guanxi (network of relationships among 

businessmen in China) with potential partners such as travel agencies. Lastly, Chinese consumers will 

value that our company wants to communicate from a local culture perspective. 

Since marketing in China is very complex, the best decision is to outsource the digital marketing 

campaign to a Chinese marketing company, but always controlling that our strategy is being followed. 

The best company to deliver this service is Dragon Trail Interactive, which is a digital marketing 

agency focused on travel with a strong reputation in China. 
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4.2 A business opportunity: gastronomy trip 
The gastronomy trip is one of the elements to promote Barcelona in China. After analyzing the 

market, it can be seen that there is a gap because trends are showing that the number of Chinese 

tourists traveling is increasing and they are seeking specific experiences that only a few companies 

are trying to serve. More specifically, nowadays there is not any company offering premium 

gastronomy trips to Barcelona in China. Taking into account that only 70.000 Chinese came to 

Barcelona in 2012 and that there are 320.000 high class Chinese considered potential travelers, it is 

clear that there is future for this business opportunity. 

4.2.1 Analysis of the opportunity 

4.2.1.1 Competition 
The industry of this service is “companies offering premium gastronomy trips to Barcelona to wealthy 

Chinese travelers”. In our research we have not found any company in this area. Moreover, Turisme 

de Barcelona has confirmed this. Therefore, we can start a business in a new market without 

competitors. However, there are a few companies offering premium trips that can’t be ignored, as they 

can jump to this market in the future. (See Exhibit 12 for a detailed description of future potential 

competitors). 

4.2.1.2 The new Chinese consumer 
To have a better understanding of the service that will be offered to the wealthy Chinese traveler, it is 

important to understand how they are and what they are seeking: 

Characteristics of the new wealthy Chinese tourist: 

- Young (80% of wealthy Chinese are under 45) 

- Exigent in terms of service 

- Dependent (likes to travel in organized trips) 

- Values the quality of services by its price 

- Peak periods to travel: the “Golden weeks” (Chinese New Year, the first week of May and the 

first week of October) 

What is the new Chinese consumer looking for? 

- Premium experiences that can give them status and social recognition 

- Trying healthy and Mediterranean gastronomy 

- Trips that can enhance their health and well-being 

- Luxury shopping 

- Business opportunities when they travel 

- Comfort of language 

- Chinese adapted trips 
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- Safety 

- High value 

- Leisure 

- Wants to be educated on wine 

4.2.2 Strategy 

4.2.2.1 Value proposition 
The value proposition is the following: 

“To offer a premium gastronomy trip to Barcelona, the capital of the world’s cuisine, with 

unique culinary experiences at the best Michelin Star restaurants”. 

4.2.2.2 Creation of a brand, claim and logo 
• Brand: 美味巴塞罗那 (Delicious Barcelona) 

• Claim: 世界上最好的饭店(The world’s best restaurant) 

• Name of the trip: 美味巴塞罗那旅游 (Delicious Barcelona Tour) 

• Logo: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Brand identity:  
Company offering 
premium 
gastronomy trips to 
Barcelona, the city 
hosting Celler Can 
Roca, the World's 
Best Restaurant.  

Projected brand image: 
Company offering a 
unique gastronomy 
experience to Barcelona 
with an excellent service. 
We improve status and 
enhance Chinese' well-
being. We are reliable and 
unique.  

Perceived brand 
image: 

Based on the tourist 
experience. Can be 
known through 
satisfaction surveys 
after tour is finished 
and through experts 
opinions. 
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4.2.2.3 Marketing mix: 4 Ps 
Product: 

The experience offered to our target is a luxury gastronomy trip to Barcelona called “Delicious 

Barcelona Tour”, that includes meals at Michelin-starred restaurants and other activities. Most of 

them are gastronomy-related such as cooking workshops with Michelin-starred chefs, but some of 

them are cultural or for leisure. Their experience will be premium from the beginning until the end of 

their stay. In order to achieve it, the service will be extraordinary, they will fly in business class, they 

will receive a gift such as an expensive bottle of wine, they will have a Chinese travel guide the whole 

day, the activities will be selected by their excellence and they will be able to choose among five star 

hotels. Moreover, we will offer clients flexibility and a very detailed and personal attention to make 

them feel comfortable.  

(See Exhibit 13 for a program example of the Barcelona Gastronomy Trip) 

Price: 

The price of the Barcelona Gastronomy Trip will be high because we are launching a unique 

innovative experience and Chinese wealthy travelers value the quality of services by its price. 

Furthermore, Chinese consumers are willing to pay high prices because it improves their status by 

showing their friends and family that they are able to buy luxury experiences. 

Place: 

Since foreign companies can’t sell trips directly to Chinese travelers, our customers will be able to 

book their trips in Chinese offline premium travel agencies, which are: 

• The China International Travel Service Limited 

• Beijing Hua Yuan International Travel Limited 

• China Travel Service Head Office Co., Limited 

Moreover, since trends are showing that some wealthy Chinese consumers are starting to book trips 

online, we will also offer the trip in the best online travel agencies: 

• Qu Nar 

• Qy Er 

Thus, the negotiation with travel agencies will be very important.  
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Promotion: 

The promotion of the gastronomy trip will be carried out by implementing 6 actions: 

• Delicious Barcelona webpage hosted in China. Consumers will have access to information 

about the company, the activities they can include in the trip, the restaurants, the hotel, etc. 

• Digital marketing campaign: presence in Youku and Weixin (See part 1.3.4). Consumers will 

be able to follow our pages and we will interact with them through social media. This is both 

a market research tool and a way to promote and create loyalty. 

• Participation in a luxury fair: ILTM Asia (International Luxury Travel Mart) held every June 

in Shanghai. 

• Promotion in a prestigious social club: Shanghai Travelers Club (2.000 members). 

• Inviting Penny Dai, a famous gastronomy blogger in China, to experience the trip. 

• Promoting the trip among Chinese companies that want to make a gift to their VIP clients. 

4.2.2.4 The value chain 

All the elements of the value chain will involve a high level of professionalism to offer the best 

possible experience to customers. The company will carry out almost all the elements of the value 

chain to make sure the gastronomy trip is truly premium. The only activities that are outsourced are 

the digital marketing to Dragon Trail Interactive and the pick-ups from airport and transportation of 

customers to a Catalan travel agency. In the idea development, only the most luxurious activities are 

selected to be included in the trip. The elements of promotion also involve the premium component, 

by only promoting the company in prestigious travel agencies, social clubs or inviting a celebrity. 

Weixin, the social media tool selected for the promotion, is used by the top Chinese classes. In the trip 

booking process, clients will be able to communicate with the firm always in Chinese. We will be 

flexible and offer them an outstanding service. The booking of the trip will be done in a premium 

Chinese travel agency (as it is forbidden for foreign companies to sell trips in China). We will 

communicate often with this travel agency to make sure we meet the expectations of our customers. 

In the execution of the trip every single detail matters. The CEO of the company will receive clients 

once they arrive to Barcelona, they will receive an excellent attention and the transportation will be 

premium. Finally, the post-sale relationship with the client is also important because word-of-mouth 

is very effective in China. We have to make sure that they liked the service and find out elements to 

improve through a survey. If their experience is positive, we will engage them to share it on Weixin to 

generate trust and positive word-of-mouth (See Exhibit 14 to see an example of a premium experience 

at a restaurant). 

Idea 
development 

Promotion of 
the trip Trip booking Executing 

the trip Post-sale 
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10 actions to give an excellent service: 

1) Punctuality 

2) Planning and anticipation: solving problems before they appear 

3) Seriousness and rigor: when giving information of the tour it has to be very detailed and never 

create unrealistic expectations 

4) Safety: this is very important in their culture and if it is positive it will create positive word-

of-mouth 

5) Treatment: it should be friendly but without creating too much trust. The relation of 

superiority – inferiority has to be respected by giving them small gifts and details. 

6) Chinese adapted hotel and restaurants 

7) Emphasis on shopping: the two main reasons are that they like buying gifts for their families 

and that here it is cheaper for them. 

8) Flexibility: being able to change the program and overcome unexpected situations 

9) Reclamations: there are not direct when something is wrong but they will talk negatively 

about the trip. Therefore, it is critical to identify any problems and address them. 

10) Chinese guides speakers available all the time. 

All the people involved in serving the clients will receive training in Chinese protocol. 

4.2.2.5 Business strategy diamond (Porter): 
1. Economic logic: How will returns be obtained? 

Premium prices due to new experience, no 

competitors and unmatchable service  

2. Arenas: Where will we be active?  

Product: luxury gastronomy trip to Barcelona 

Channels: online and offline Chinese premium 

travel agencies 

Market segments: wealthy Chinese consumers 

seeking luxury and gastronomic experiences 

Geographic areas: starting promotion in Shanghai, willingness to extend to Beijing and Guangzhou 

in the future. 

3. Vehicles: How will we get there? 

Internal development 
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4. Differentiators: How will we win? 

- Speed to market 

- Product reliability 

- High price 

- Premium service 

- Image (using the brand Delicious Barcelona as the world’s capital of the gastronomy) 

5. Staging: What will be our speed and sequence of moves? 

First 3 months: preparation of the gastronomy trip (restaurants, hotel, activities and local travel 

agency to outsource pick-ups and transportation), creation of the website, preparing promotion 

materials and starting process to set up the business in Shanghai. 

Next 12 months: promotion of the trip in Shanghai.  

4.3 Business model of the promotion plan 

4.3.1 Osterwalder business model 

 

It is important to understand that the website, the mobile application, the premium gastronomy trip 

and the adaptation of restaurants are complementary and every activity reinforces each other, creating 

a sustainable competitive advantage. This is interesting from the point of view that for any competitor 

it will be difficult to imitate the same business model.  
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It is key to develop a win-win relationship with restaurants. We will offer them the promotion of their 

restaurant through the website and application, we will adapt their restaurants to Chinese, we will 

make reservations at their restaurants from the website, we will bring them customers that buy the 

tour and they will also benefit from a marketing campaign of the gastronomy of Barcelona that we 

will launch in China. In return, restaurants can collaborate with us by paying a fee to advertise 

themselves on the website and application as we are doing promotion actions that can benefit them. 

This will ensure the economic viability of the promotion plan. 

Finally, the relationship with Chinese travel agencies and Chinese travelers is also important. On the 

one hand, since travelers will book their trips through Chinese travel agencies, we have to choose the 

right one and cooperate. On the other hand, our customer is the Chinese traveler, so the promotion has 

to be targeted to them. Our presence in Weixin will allow us to know their concerns, generate trust 

and do market research. Since customers are very important to us, we are going to be flexible and 

open to new ideas and ways of working. We will also follow-up on customers through after-trip 

surveys to know their feedback after the experience. This is going to be an effective way to improve 

our service and create positive word-of-mouth. 

4.4 Finance  

4.4.1 Finance plan  
The Profit & Loss account for the optimal scenario is the following (all numbers in euros): 

 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Sales 316.305   421.740   527.175   632.610   738.045   
Other Incomes 14.550   16.400   18.250   20.100   21.950   
Cost Of Goods Sold 234.300   312.400   390.500   468.600   546.700   
Gross Profit 96.555   125.740   154.925   184.110   213.295   
Personal Cost 47.000   47.000   51.700   51.700   51.700   
Marketing Cost  51.810   40.000   40.000   40.000   40.000   
Maintenance Cost 1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   

      
EBITDA -3.255   37.740   62.225   91.410   120.595   
Taxes (25%) 0   9.435   15.556   22.853   30.149   

      
Net earning  -3.255   28.305   46.669   68.558   90.446   

 

The cash flow, VAN (3% actualization rate) and TIR of the optimal scenario are the following: 

  
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CASH FLOW: -10.200 -3.255 28.305 46.669 68.558 90.446 
VAN: -10.200 -3.160 26.680 42.709 60.912 78.020 
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VAN investment 194.961 

    
 

TIR 133% 
     

These results are obtained from the following assumption: 

• We will sell 30 tours in year 1, 40 tours in year 2, 50 tours in year 3, 60 tours in year 4 and 70 
tours in year 5. 

• The unitary price of every tour will be 10.544 € (35% margin on the unitary cost of 7.810 €). 
• In every tour we obtain 185 € of commissions (10% from hotels and 10% from local travel 

agency). 
• Every year we will obtain 9.000 € of revenues from advertising in our website and 

application. 

 (See Exhibit 15 to find the costs and Profit & Loss accounts, VAN and TIR based on different 

scenarios). 

4.4.2 Financing the project 
The sources to finance the project are the following: 

- Personal capital 

- Business angels 

- Bank loans 

- Public institution loans 

- Crowd funding 

5. Conclusions  
China has become the center of attraction of all touristic destinations. Not only for representing the 

world's largest outbound tourism market, but also for being the country with the highest spending on 

international tourism. This project has presented a promotion plan of Barcelona targeted to Chinese 

wealthy travelers aiming at increasing Chinese tourism and boosting the Catalan economy. The 

element used to attract Chinese travelers is gastronomy, as Barcelona is well known for having the 

best Mediterranean cuisine and is now hosting the world’s best restaurant Celler de Can Roca.  

The first conclusion is that Barcelona is a very attractive city, but in general is not prepared to receive 

Chinese tourists. The main barriers are the difficulty to obtain a Spanish VISA, the lack of direct 

flights from Chinese cities to Barcelona and the lack of information in Chinese. Even though VISAs 

and flights are out of our control, we can do something about the information offered in Chinese.  

The second conclusion is that little efforts are made to attract Chinese consumers to Barcelona. 

Chinese travelers still represent a small portion of the pie of tourists in Barcelona, yet they have a lot 

of potential in the near future. Public agencies in charge of promoting Barcelona do not consider 
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Chinese travelers as their target, even though they are aware that Chinese spend the most. Although 

restaurants want to attract Chinese customers, they are sometimes a little reluctant to adapt their 

protocol to them. And from the private perspective of businesses trying to attract Chinese, nowadays 

few tourism companies are directing their efforts to the Chinese market.  

The final conclusion of this project is that after analyzing the Chinese market and the situation of 

Barcelona in terms of tourism, there is a business opportunity that can generate profits and that is also 

aligned with the objective of the promotion plan. We are talking about a business with 4 main pillars 

that reinforce each other. The first one is a Chinese website with information about Michelin star 

restaurants that offers the possibility to make a reservation online. The second one is a Chinese offline 

mobile application that allows Chinese travelers to access all the information when they do not have 

Internet. The third one is offering a premium gastronomy tour to Barcelona, which will represent a 

unique culinary experience. The last one is the adaptation of restaurants of Barcelona to Chinese 

consumers through the development of a protocol. All these elements will be promoted in China 

through a digital marketing campaign, as well as through Chinese travel social clubs or luxury fairs. 

To sum up, this project represents an approach to overcome the barriers that somehow prevent 

Chinese tourists to visit Barcelona (such as the lack of Chinese information and Chinese organized 

tours) and turn them into opportunities. The economic and social impacts of the promotion plan only 

depend on our initiative. It might be challenging, but where there is a will, there is a way. 
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7. Annex 
Exhibit 1 - General data in 2011 

GDP (current US$) 7.318 trillion 

Population 1.344 billion 

GNI per capita, PPP (current international $) 8.390 

GDP growth (annual %) 9,30% 

Life expectancy at birth, total (years) 73 

Inflation  5,53% 

Number of Chinese that traveled abroad 70.250.000 

Traveling overseas growth 2010-2011 22,40% 
Sources: inflation.eu, The World Bank, Travel China Guide 

Exhibit 2 - Graphs 

    
Source:  The World Bank 

 

Source:  The World Bank 
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Exhibit 3 - Interviews 

1) Do you think that promoting the gastronomy of Barcelona in China is a good way to increase 

tourism? 

2) Do you know any website or mobile application especially for Chinese tourists about 

restaurants in Barcelona or tourism in general? 

3) Do you think that Chinese tourists coming to Barcelona would use a website or offline mobile 

application about the restaurants in Chinese? 

4) Do you think that these elements (website in Chinese, mobile application and gastronomy 

trip) can increase the tourism from China? Why? 

5) How can digital marketing impact Chinese consumers? 

6) How should the brand Barcelona be positioned in China? 

7) How is the high-class Chinese tourist? 

8) Ideas for the gastronomy trip? 

9) How can this product offer value to them? 

10) What about the price? 

 

Interviewees: 

• Anna Martinez, China-Spain Cross Cultural Projects manager 

• Huang Huang, Chinese professor at Casa Asia. Experience as tour guide with wealthy 

Chinese tourists 

• Xianghong Qu Lu, Chinese professor at ESCI 

• Jordi Pol, Marketing Director at Grupo Matachana 

• Manu Sánchez, marketing professor at ESADE and President of the China Marketing Center  

• Dong Lyu, exchange student at ESCI. Public finances Student 

• Jin Wenliang, student at ESCI. Experience with Chinese tourists in the Mobile World 

Congress 

• Jiazhi Chenzhou, student at ESCI. Experience with Chinese tourists at his restaurant 

• Pere Duran, Director of Turisme de Barcelona 

• Manel Casanovas, Technician of Turisme de Barcelona  
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Interview to Anna Doñate, Executive Restaurant Manager of Saüc restaurant: 

1) Do you have Chinese clients? 

Not really. We have an 80% of international tourists and a 20% of locals and among the 

international we have many English, French and Russians. 

 

2) Do you have any marketing strategy targeted to Chinese tourists? 

No. Some time ago we tried to do some adaptations for Chinese clients and it did not work. 

Moreover, it is not our main concern right now. We can see an increase of the number of 

Russians that come here but we have not seen it with Chinese. 

3) Would you invest to be advertised in a website targeted to Chinese tourists? How much 

would you invest? 

Usually we do not advertise our restaurant in this kind of websites, but we could make an 

exception as Chinese tourists are becoming very important. We do not advertise our 

restaurant; we think that our customers come because they know us and they repeat because 

they like it. Also the fact of being inside a hotel helps us to have more tourists eating here. But 

yes we are open to advertise in a website! The price we would pay, this should be negotiated 

and it is not something I can tell you right now.  

 

4) And in an off-line application mobile? 

Yes, of course, everything that could help us to be near the Chinese consumer can be 

considered. 

  

5) Would you like to be part of the Gastronomy trip? This would imply that you would have to 

follow a protocol of service, but it would help you increase your number of customer for a 

commission. 

Yes, we would be interested. 

 

6) Would you buy a plan to know what to do to have a restaurant more attractive to Chinese 

tourists? 

Yes. 
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Exhibit 4 

Destination areas of Chinese outbound travel 2010 

Destination Area Year 2010 Year 2000 Change 2000/2010 

Asia / Pacific 67% 62% Plus 5% share 

Europe 24% 25% Minus 1% share 

The Americas 8% 10% Minus 2% share 

Africa 1% 3% Minus 2% share 
Source: World Travel Monitor 2010 and 2011. 

Hotel choices and travel details, important factors 

      Preferred travel time % 

 

Rank Factor % 

Non-public holiday 36 

 

1 Brand 64 

Summer vacation 23 

 

2 Service 58 

Golden week 17 

 

3 Facilities 56 

Spring festival 14 

 

4 Location 50 

Labour day 9 

 

5 Star 44 

   

6 Transportation 33 

Reservation by % 

 

7 View 31 

Self 57 

 

8 Price 25 

Secretary 26 

 

9 Food 22 

Family members 23 

    Friend 14 

 

Preferred hotel types % 

Local business partner 11 

 

Luxury hotel brand 55 

Local employee 9 

 

Boutique hotel 33 

Others 6 

 

Serviced apartment 13 

      Hotel booking % 

 

Flight booking % 

Professional travel website 27 

 

Professional travel website 33 

Travel service 27 

 

Travel service 27 

Hotel membership service 18 

 

Airline official website 18 

Local friend 16 

 

Airticket office 9 

Hotel official website 11 

 

Agent 6 

Decide on site 2 

 

Others 6 
Source: Hurun White Paper on Chinese Luxury Market Special Survey, 2011 
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Why Chinese travel abroad to purchase luxury goods? 

Source: Source: World Travel Association, 2012 

 

Exhibit 5 

Number of tourists and overnights in hotels in Barcelona 

 

1990 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Tourists 1.732.902 7.108.393 6.659.075 6.476.033 7.133.524 

Overnights 3.795.522 13.620.347 12.485.198 12.817.170 14.047.396 
Source: Turisme de Barcelona 

 

Number of international tourists in Barcelona in relation to other European tourist cities 

    
    International tourists 2005 2009 % var. 

1 London 13.820.000 14.100.000 2,03 

2 Paris  9.013.611 7.905.399 -12,29 

3 Rome 5.396.852 4.795.229 -11,14% 

4 Barcelona 3.913.766 4.464.683 14,08 

5 Prague 3.725.180 3.811.059 2,31 

6 Amsterdam 3.894.000 3.689.100 -5,26 
Source: Turisme de Barcelona 

72% 

69% 

45% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 

Luxury goods overseas are cheaper than 
at home 

There is more variety overseas 

The service and shopping experience is 
better overseas 
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Tourists in Barcelona by country of origin 

       2008% 2009% 2010% 2010 nr 

Spain 29,2 31,1 27,7 1.973.487 

Catalonia 7,8 8,2 7,2 514.549 

Madrid 6,6 7,1 7,1 504.187 

Andalusia 2,6 2,6 2,4 172.051 

País Valencià 2,4 2,5 2,1 152.533 

Others 9,8 10,7 8,9 630.167 

Europe 51 48,7 49,5 3.529.585 

France 6,8 7,7 8 567.287 

Italy 8,2 8,4 7,9 563.666 

UK 10,1 8,1 7,5 531.952 

Germany 5,2 5,2 5,1 361.358 

Other Europe 20,7 19,3 21 1.505.322 

Other countries 19,8 20,2 22,8 1.630.452 

USA 7 7,4 7,7 549.137 

Rest of America 4,7 4,9 6,5 464.137 

Japan 2 2,1 2,1 151.236 

Rest of the world 6,1 5,8 6,5 465.963 

Total 100 100 100 7.133.524 
Source: Turisme de Barcelona 
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Exhibit 6 

Name of the 

organization 
Place Description Objectives 

International 

promotion 

Acadèmia Catalana de 

Gastronomia 
Barcelona 

Association of 

gastronomes and 

representative 

people of the 

Catalan society 

in different 

arenas 

Researching 

and promoting 

the knowledge 

related to 

cooking 

No 

Tasting Spain 

Cambrils, Ciudad Real, 

Córdoba, Gijón, 

Lanzarote, Lleida, 

Logroño, Madrid, 

Mallorca, Menorca, 

Murcia, Pamplona, San 

Sebastián, Sant Carles 

de la Ràpita, Segovia, 

Sevilla, Tenerife, 

Valencia, Valladolid, 

Vinaròs and Zaragoza. 

Project 

promoted by 

FEHR 

(Federación 

Española de 

Hostelería), 

Asociación 

Española de 

Destinos para la 

Promoción del 

Turismo 

Gastronómico, 

Eurotoques 

(European 

organization of 

cooks), 

FACYRE 

(Federación de 

Cocineros y 

Reposteros de 

España) and 

Paradores de 

Turismo 

Promoting the 

gastronomy to 

attract tourism 

and increase 

partnerships 

between 

restaurants and 

travel agencies 

London and 

Frankfurt 
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Capital Española de la 

Gastronomía 
Spain 

Project created 

by FEHR 

(Federación 

Española de 

Hostelería) and 

FEPTET 

(Federación 

Española de 

Periodistas y 

Escritores de 

Turismo) 

Choosing a 

city as the 

Spanish capital 

of gastronomy 

to promote the 

city nationally 

and 

internationally 

Not directly 

Marca Cuina Catalana Catalonia 

Project leadered 

by Institut 

Català de la 

Cuina and 

Fundació Viure 

el Mediterrani 

that issues 

quality labels to 

Catalan food 

products 

Promote 

Catalan food 

and restaurants 

through quality 

labels 

Not directly 

Domus Sent Soví Hostalric 

Project 

promoted by the 

European Union 

(Fons Feder) and 

Generalitat de 

Catalunya 

To increase the 

interest in the 

Catalan 

gastronomy 

through 

experiences 

Not directly 

FoodLab Riudellots de la Selva 

Project for the 

innovation in the 

gastronomy 

created by the 

City Hall of 

Riudellots de la 

Selva 

To promote 

restaurants en 

encourage 

partnerships 

between 

businesses 

Collaboration 

with 

international 

companies 
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Cluster Gourmet Catalonia 

Association of 

producers of 

premium 

Catalan food 

products 

To share 

knowledge 

between 

partners and 

export 

products 

together 

Participation 

in 

international 

gastronomy 

fairs 

Source: own data 

 

Exhibit 7 – Michelin Star restaurants in Barcelona and its surroundings 

Restaurants in Barcelona with 
Michelin Stars 

  

Restaurants in the surroundings of Barcelona 
with Michelin Stars 

 
Restaurant 

Michelin 
Stars 

  
Restaurant 

Michelin 
Stars Location 

1 ENOTECA 2 
 

23 
EL CELLER DE CAN 
ROCA 3 Girona 

2 ÀBAC 2 
 

24 SANT PAU 3 Sant Pol de Mar 

3 LASARTE 2 
 

25 
EL RACÓ DE CAN 
FABES 2 Sant Celoni 

4 FREIXA TRADICIÓ 1 
 

26 BO.TIC 1 Palamós 

5 NECTARI 
1 

 
27 

CA L'ARPA. EL 
REBOST D'EN PERE 1 Banyoles 

6 HISOP 1 
 

28 CA L'ENRIC 1 
La Vall de 
Bianya 

7 DOS PALILLOS 1 
 

29 CAN BOSCH 1 Cambrils 
8 VIA VENETO 1 

 
30 CAN JUBANY 1 Calldetenes 

9 CINC SENTITS 1 
 

31 CAPRITX 1 Terrassa 
10 HOFMANN 1 

 
32 ELS CASALS 1 Sagàs 

11 CAELIS 1 
 

33 ELS TINARS 1 Llagostera 
12 NEICHEL 1 

 
34 ESTANY CLAR 1 Cercs 

13 GAIG 1 
 

35 FOGONY 1 Sort 
14 COMERÇ 24 1 

 
36 FONDA XESC 1 Gombrèn 

15 MOMENTS 1 
 

37 
LA CUINA DE CAN 
PIPES 1 Mont-ràs 

16 MANAIRÓ 1 
 

38 
LA CUINA DE CAN 
SIMÓN 1 Tossa de Mar 

17 KOY SHUNKA 1 
 

39 LA LLAR 1 Roses 
18 ALKIMIA 1 

 
40 L'ALIANÇA 1 Anglès 

19 ROCA MOO 1 
 

41 L'ESGUARD 1 
Sant Andreu de 
Llavaneres 

20 DOS CIELOS 1 
 

42 LLUÇANÈS 1 
Prats de 
Lluçanès 

21 SAÜC 1 
 

43 MAS PAU 1 
Avinyonet de 
Puigventós 

22 EL RACÓ D'EN 
FREIXA 1 

 
44 MASSANA 1 Girona 

    
45 L'ANGLE 1 Sant Fruitós de 
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Bages 

    
46 RINCÓN DE DIEGO 1 Cambrils 

    
47 SALA 1 Berga 

    
48 TORREÓ DE L'INDIÀ 1 Xerta 

    
49 LES MAGNÒLIES 1 Arbúcies 

    
50 LLUERNA 1 

Santa Coloma 
de Gramenet 

    
51 ELS BRANCS 1 Roses 

 

Source: own data 

 

Exhibit 8 - Competitors of Barcelona 

 

*The number of Chinese visits in Spain in 2011 was 124.000. Barcelona has a city tourism website in 

Chinese since 2006, but has no Mobile apps for Chinese tourists nor presence in Chinese social 

media. 

Source: own data and Wonderful Copenhagen Research & Development, 2013. Best Practice Study: City destinations targeting Chinese 

visitors. [Accessed 15 March 2013]. 

 

COMPETITOR 

NUMBER 
OF 

CHINESE 
VISITS IN 

2011 
(COUNTRY) 

MARKET 
REPUTATION 

CITY 
TOURISM 
WEBSITES 

IN 
CHINESE 

MOBILE 
APPS FOR 
CHINESE 

TOURISTS 

PRESENCE 
IN CHINESE 

SOCIAL 
MEDIA 

 

 

Paris 

 

 

600.000 

Attractive for 
luxury brands 
but unsafe city 

because of 
assaults to 
Chinese 
tourists 

 

 

Active 

 

 

No 

 

 

No 

 

Berlin 

 

510.000 

Attractive for 
luxury cars 
shopping 

 

2008-2009 

 

 

No 

 

2008-2009 

 

London 

 

150.000 

Attractive for 
luxury brands 

and history 

 

No 

 

No 

 

2011 

 

Rome 

 

149.000 

Attractive for 
the ambience 
and Roman 
architecture 

 

No 

 

No 

 

No 
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Exhibit 9 

Information Channel % to look for travel information: 

 

Source: World Travel Association, 2012 

 

China search engine market, November 2011: 

 

Gaimundiz, D., 2011. El turismo chino en España. Masters. University of Seville 

 

49% 
39% 

35% 
33% 

29% 
27% 

24% 
24% 

22% 
22% 

20% 
15% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

Online Portal 
Online Travel Agencies Sites 

Online Search Engine 
Online Travel Agent 

Word of Mouth 
Travel Agent 

Newspaper/magazines 
Purchased Travel Books 

Free Pamphlets 
Promotion Posters 

TV/Radio 
Tour Guides 

80,42% 

5,79% 

5,53% 

3,51% 3,03% 0,52% 0,49% 

Baidu 
Google 
Sougou 
SoSo 
Baidu Video 
Baidu Image 
Bing 
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Exhibit 10 - Chinese social media 

 

 

Sources: own, with information from China Social Games, 2012. China’s Top Social Networks [online] Available at: 

<http://www.chinasocialgames.com/?p=372> [Accessed 5 April 2013] and Chiu C., Lin D., Silverman A., McKinsey & Company, 2012 . 

China’s Social Media Boom. [pdf] [Accessed 1 April 2013] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Sina Weibo: 90% of market share and 500 million 
users. Positioned to target the upscale market, 
professionals and wealthy users. Trends are 
showing that users are switching to its main 
competitor, Weixin. 

Micro-blogging: 
Equivalent to Twitter 

•Youku: 270 million visits per month 
Video sharing: 

Equivalent to Youtube 

•Renren: 172 million users. Targeting students. 
•Kaxin001: 113 million users. Targeting white-
collar workers 

Social network: 
Equivalent to Facebook 

•Qunar: 42% market share and 150.000 flight 
bookings in December 2013. It is the main online 
booking site 

•Kuxun: 17% market share 
•Ctrip: 15% market share 

Online booking: 
Equivalent to E-dreams 

 
•Weixin: 350 million users. It has video chat 
(equivalent to Skype), text messaging and photo, 
video and location sharing (equivalent to 
Instagram and Facebook). It's the most used by 
elite social groups in China.   
 

All-in-one 

•Baidu: 80% market share and 268 million users 
Search engines: 

Equivalent to Google 

http://www.chinasocialgames.com/?p=372�
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Exhibit 11 - Focus group 27/03/13 

A focus group was organized in order to know the perceptions that the participants had about the 

restaurants in Barcelona from a point of view of a Chinese tourist. The duration of the focus group 

was 45 minutes and the main objectives were: 

- To find out how Chinese people feel about the restaurants in Barcelona nowadays 

- To find ideas and examples on how restaurants can be adapted to Chinese tourists  

- Testing the initial name of the brand “Barcelona Chinese Friendly”: 巴塞罗那中国友好 

- Testing the first version of the logo that was created for the brand: 

 

 

 

The participants were a group of 5 Chinese people and a Catalan person very integrated in the 

Chinese culture and I moderated the group to make sure they were not going away from the main 

topic. 

Participants: 

Name of the 

participant 

Age Origin Occupation Time in 

Barcelona 

Jie Chao  24 Qiqihar Chinese teacher 4 months 

Joanna Liang  Taipei Consultant 1 year 

 

Kainan Chen 23 Beijing Student of Music 

Computing 

6 months 

Biqi Chen 22 Shengyang Student of Business 5 months 

Qing Zhao 22 Tianjin Student of 

Humanity 

1 month 

Francisco 25 Barcelona Masters in          - 
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Garcia 

 

Relevant Conclusions: 

Some of the suggestions that came up during the focus group to adapt restaurants are: 

- Having menus translated into Chinese. The group agreed that this is a very strong point 

because in China a lot of people do not speak English yet. They felt that if restaurants have 

menus in Chinese, the tourists will recommend them once they get back home. Restaurants 

with Chinese menus will be the first choice for tourists. 

 

- Having pictures of the dishes in the menus. Even if they can read and understand the 

ingredients in English or in Chinese, they do not know how the meal is going to be. It is 

important for them to know how dishes look like, so including pictures on the menu is easy 

and straight for tourists to know what to order. 

- Having a wider offer of teas in the menu. Chinese people drink more tea than coffee, so it is 

a good idea including teas in the menu or having options to choose from. 

 

- Including hot water as a drink in the menu. Hot water is a very common drink in China 

and Chinese tourists will really appreciate having it in the menu, and not having to order it as 

something strange out of the menu. In China, when women have their period only drink hot 

water because of cultural matters, so it should be easily available. 

 

- Offering tea to Chinese customers as a drink before eating. It is typical in China to drink 

some tea while food is being prepared in restaurants. Offering tea to Chinese customers 

would make them feel comfortable and it is an easy way to increase their satisfaction. A 

suggestion would be offering it for free as sometimes restaurants offer olives to their 

customers. 

 

- Offer chopsticks to the Chinese customers. The group agreed that once the waiter knows 

that the customers are Chinese, he or she should offer them chopsticks. 

 

- Recommendations from the waiter on the tastes. There are some tastes that Chinese people 

do not like in Mediterranean food. Based on the opinions of customers, waiters should start 

recommending the most successful dishes among Chinese people. 
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- Letting the Chinese customer try different wines before ordering a bottle. The Chinese 

people are not educated on wine tastes yet and they can not differentiate between different 

kind of wines. Therefore, the group thought a good idea would be letting the Chinese 

customer try two or three different wines and pick up one. 

 

- Hot food should be really hot. The group had the feeling that hot food like soup or stews 

sometimes is not hot enough here and they suggested that restaurants should make sure they 

are very hot before serving it to Chinese customers. 

- Giving a hot towel when they arrive at the restaurant to wash their hands 

 

- If it is a group of Chinese, offering them a round table rather than a rectangular one. 

- The waiter should take into account that they will most probably share everything. 

- The waiter should respect the hierarchies when giving the menus: by professional status, 

age and gender. Therefore, if it is a group of businessmen it is preferable to know who is the 

boss and who follows in the hierarchy.  

 

 

Regarding the logo, the group thought that the black dragon should be removed because it means bad 

lack to Chinese people. Instead, they suggested including a drawing of the Great Wall of China. A 

part from that, they thought it transmits well the idea of union between Barcelona and China. 

Finally, concerning the name of the brand “Barcelona Chinese Friendly”: 巴塞罗那中国友好, the 

group thought it was too long and they suggested a new name that has the same meaning in English 

but in Chinese it is shorter and has a more positive connotation: 巴塞华友.  
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Exhibit 12 - Potential competitors 

The potential competitors closer to our business are displayed in the chart below, which has been 

divided between premium and thematic trips. The four companies on the left are offering premium 

organized trips, but none of them is exclusively targeting wealthy Chinese. Moreover, they do not 

organize thematic trips and instead they offer a very wide range of activities to their customers. In 

contrast, La Roca Village is planning to offer shopping trips to wealthy Chinese consumers and their 

strategy will be quite premium. Our positioning is clearly very thematic as we want to offer 

exclusively gastronomy trips and it is going to be very premium. We will be focusing only on Chinese 

consumers and therefore we do not have direct competitors.  

 

                More premium    

      

 

Less  More thematic                                         thematic      trip 

trip    

              

 

         

                 

 

Less premium 

 

Barcelona Luxury Days offers personalized trips. Their target is 

upper-scale travelers but they focus on Chinese consumers since they 

have some information in their website in Chinese and they offer the possibility of communicating 

with them in Chinese. They have presence in Weibo and partnerships with many travel companies 

such as Travel World and CatHelicopters. They offer a wide range of activities including gastronomy, 

welfare, shopping, sport, tours, entertainment and nightlife. They arrange the whole trip including 

 

 

OUR POSITIONING 
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accommodation, Chinese tour guides and pick-ups. They also offer tours near Barcelona (Montserrat, 

Andorra and Dali Museum), premium experiences (helicopter and yacht tours) and help Chinese 

companies do business in Barcelona.  

• Main strengths: 

- They offer a wide variety of activities 

- Possibility of communicating in Chinese with the company 

- They offer advice to Chinese consumers on how to do business in Spain 

 

• Main weaknesses: 

- Website not in Chinese  

- Not perceived as a premium company 

Premium Class Barcelona is a company that offers personalized 

trips but does not target Chinese consumers. However, we include 

it as a potential competitor because they could start targeting them 

in the near future. Their activities are very similar to Barcelona Luxury Days but more limited. They 

offer restaurants bookings, city tours, wine tastings and other premium experiences (balloon and 

helicopter rides or yacht tours…). Moreover, they organize trips to the Balearic Islands, Costa Brava, 

Girona and Baqueira Beret. However, since they do not target Chinese consumers, they do not have 

information in Chinese and they do not have presence in Chinese social media. 

• Main strengths: 

- Perceived as an excellent premium agency 

 

• Main weaknesses: 

- They do not have partners, and Chinese perceive as safer companies with governmental 

partners 

- Website not in Chinese 

- Not too much emphasis on shopping and gastronomy 

 

Sol VIP Travel is a company that prepares organized trips to 15 

destinations in Spain. They are targeting Chinese travelers among others by 

having the website available in Chinese and having presence in the Chinese 

social media. They offer luxury experiences that include golf courses, 

luxury car and yacht rides, private aircrafts and stays in villages. Moreover, they also organize 

business trips and Spanish courses trips.  
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• Main strengths: 

- Partnerships with Turisme de Barcelona, which is appreciated by Chinese consumers 

- Website in Chinese 

- Presence in Chinese social media 

• Main weaknesses: 

- Not perceived as a luxury travel agency 

- Not perceived as a very professional company 

NUBA is a global company that offers organized trips all over the world. Thus, they 

target travelers from different countries and offer trips in all the continents. They 

opened a representative office in Shanghai last year with the objective of selling 

organized trips to Chinese consumers all over the world. However, their website is 

still not available in Chinese. They are not positioned as a luxury company but as a travel agency that 

allows the consumer to discover a country from a local perspective. Moreover, they are specialized in 

honeymoons and business trips. 

• Main strengths: 

- Partnerships with Chinese companies as they have been offering trips to China for 

many years 

• Main weaknesses: 

- Not perceived as a luxury travel agency 

- Not presence in Chinese media yet 

 

La Roca Village is an outlet that is planning to offer organized 

trips to Chinese tourists and bring them to their outlet. They 

already have their website in Chinese and offer shopping experiences adapted to them. For example 

they have Chinese personal shoppers available, Chinese menus in their restaurants and VIP rooms to 

offer excellent experiences. Moreover, their staff follows a protocol of service for Chinese clients, for 

example they give them small gifts and they address them by their surnames. Therefore, this potential 

competitor cannot be ignored. 

• Main strengths: 

- Shopping is very attractive to Chinese 

- Chinese adapted services 

- Website in Chinese 

• Main weaknesses: 

- Outlets can be seen as a less luxurious experience 
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Exhibit 13 - Barcelona Gastronomy Tour example 
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Exhibit 14 - Example of a premium experience at a restaurant 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michelin Star restaurant 
-Healthy diet 
-Excellent wine 
-Prestige and status 

Excellent environment 
-Chinese protocol 
-Mediterranean ambience 

Human experience 
-Meeting the chef of the 
restaurant 

Shopping experience 
-Possibility of buying wine 
with a special packaging 

before leaving the restaurant 
(they like buying souvenirs 

for their families) 
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Exhibit 15 - Financial plan 

Initial investment and Cost structure (all numbers in euros): 

INITIAL INVESTMENT  
 SETTING UP COSTS  
 Logo and brand creation 500 
 Logo and brand registration 700 
 Setting up in Shanghai 2.000 (Representative Office) 

  
 WEBPAGE COSTS  
 Webpage creation 4.000 
 

   APPLICATION COSTS  
 Application creation 3.000 
 

   Total Initial Investment 10.200 
  

FIXED COSTS Year 1 
  WEBPAGE COSTS 
  Webpage maintenance 500 

 
   APPLICATION COSTS 

  Application maintenance 500 
 

   PERSONNEL COSTS 
  Manager in Shanghai 37.000 

 Chinese assistant in Shanghai 10.000 
 

   MARKETING COSTS 
  Social media promotion 20.000 Based on a real budget 

Promotion of trip in Shanghai 20.000 
Shanghai Travelers Club 
advertisement, ILTM Fair and others 

Inviting Penny Dai 7.810 
 Video 4.000 
   
 Total Fixed Cost Year 1 99.810 
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FIXED COSTS Year 2, 3, 4, 5 
  WEBPAGE COSTS 
  Webpage maintenance 500 

   
 APPLICATION COSTS 

  Application maintenance 500 
   
 PERSONNEL COSTS 

  Manager in Shanghai 37.000 
 Chinese assistant in Shanghai 10.000 
   
 MARKETING COSTS 

  Social media promotion 20.000 Based on a real budget 

Promotion of trip in Shanghai 20.000 
Shanghai Travelers Club  
advertisement, ILTM Fair and others 

   
   Total Fixed Cost 88.000 

  

VARIABLE COSTS (unitary tour) 
 Hotel 1.500 

2 breakfasts 60 
Discovering Barcelona Tour 50 
Celler Can Roca restaurant 165 
Cooking seminar with a Michelin star chef 100 
Comerç 24 restaurant 100 
Cooking workshop Domus Sent Soví 200 
Enoteca restaurant 150 
Dos Palillos restaurant 155 
Shopping at PgGracia (personal shopper) 30 
VIP Tour Torres winery 50 
Sant Pau restaurant 150 
Costa Brava cuisine tour 50 
Can Fabes restaurant 175 
La Dama restaurant 110 
Cooking-shopping tour 100 
Barcelona Gourmet Bus 105 
Chinese translator 60 
Travel agency 350 
BBL 450 
Gifts 200 
Flights 3.500 
Total 7.810 
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Sources of revenues: 

REVENUES 
   TRIPS (unitary) Unitary cost Margin Price 

Margin on variable cost of 35% 7.810 2.734 10.544 
Margin on variable cost of 45% 7.810 3.515 11.325 

 
 

  COMISSIONS (unitary)  
  10% hotels 150 
  10% local travel agency 35 
  Total Commissions 185 
  

    ADVERTISEMENT (per year) € Quantity Total 
Restaurants 500 4 2000 
Products 500 4 2000 
Shops 500 10 5000 
Total Advertisement 9000 

  *The price is to Chinese travel agencies 

We will do the financial plan with 3 different scenarios based on the number of customers that we will 

have every year: 

 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Scenario 1 (optimal) 30 40 50 60 70 
Scenario 2 (pessimistic) 10 20 30 50 60 
Scenario 3 (optimistic) 40 50 60 80 100 
(We will assume that customers travel in groups of 10 people) 

In turn, every scenario can have 2 different prices of the trip: 

TRIPS (unitary) Price 
Margin on variable cost of 35% 10.544 € 
Margin on variable cost of 45% 11.325 € 

 

We will calculate the Profit & Loss account, VAN and TIR for 6 different scenarios: 

• Scenario 1A: optimal and unitary price of the trip of 10.544 € 

• Scenario 1B: optimal and unitary price of the trip of 11.325 € 

• Scenario 2A: pessimistic and unitary price of the trip of 10.544 € 

• Scenario 2B: pessimistic and unitary price of the trip of 11.325 € 

• Scenario 3A: optimistic and unitary price of the trip of 10.544 € 

• Scenario 3B: optimistic and unitary price of the trip of 11.325 € 
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SCENARIO 1A: 

Scenario 1A, margin 35% Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 316.305   421.740   527.175   632.610   738.045   
Other Incomes 14.550   16.400   18.250   20.100   21.950   
Cost Of Goods Sold 234.300   312.400   390.500   468.600   546.700   
Gross Profit 96.555   125.740   154.925   184.110   213.295   
Personal Cost 47.000   47.000   51.700   51.700   51.700   

Marketing Cost  51.810   40.000   40.000   40.000   40.000   

Maintenance Cost 1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   

 
     

EBITDA -3.255   37.740   62.225   91.410   120.595   
Taxes (25%) 0   9.435   15.556   22.853   30.149   

 
     

Net earning  -3.255   28.305   46.669   68.558   90.446   
*Assumption: personnel cost increases 10% in year 3 

 

  
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CASH FLOW: -10.200 -3.255 28.305 46.669 68.558 90.446 
VAN: -10.200 -3.160 26.680 42.709 60.912 78.020 

       
       
 

VAN investment 194.961 
    

 
TIR 133% 
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SCENARIO 1B: 

Scenario 1B, margin 45% Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 339.735   452.980   566.225   679.470   792.715   
Other Incomes  14.550   16.400   18.250   20.100   21.950   
Cost Of Goods Sold 234.300   312.400   390.500   468.600   546.700   
Gross Profit 119.985   156.980   193.975   230.970   267.965   
Personal Cost 47.000   47.000   51.700   51.700   51.700   

Marketing Cost 51.810   40.000   40.000   40.000   40.000   

Maintenance Cost 1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   

 
     

EBITDA 20.175   68.980   101.275   138.270   175.265   
Taxes (25%) 5.044   17.245   25.319   34.568   43.816   

 
     

Net earning  15.131   51.735   75.956   103.703   131.449   
*Assumption: personnel cost increases 10% in year 3 

  
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CASH FLOW -10.200 15.131   51.735   75.956   103.703   131.449   
VAN -10.200 14.691   48.765   69.511   92.138   113.389   

       
       
 

VAN investment 328.294 
    

 
TIR 258% 
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SCENARIO 2A: 

Scenario 2A, margin 35% Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 105.435   210.870   316.305   527.175   632.610   
Other Incomes 10.850   12.700   14.550   18.250   20.100   
Cost Of Goods Sold 78.100   156.200   234.300   390.500   468.600   
Gross Profit 38.185   67.370   96.555   154.925   184.110   
Personal Cost 47.000   47.000   51.700   51.700   51.700   
Marketing Cost 51.810   40.000   40.000   40.000   40.000   
Maintenance Cost 1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   

 
     

EBITDA -61.625   -19.630   4.855   63.225   92.410   
Taxes (25%) 0   0   1.214   15.806   23.103   

 
     

Net earning  -61.625   -19.630   3.641   47.419   69.308   
*Assumption: personnel cost increases 10% in year 3 

 

  
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CASH FLOW -10.200 -61.625 -19.630 3.641 47.419 69.308 
VAN -10.200 -59.830 -18.503 3.332 42.131 59.785 

       
       
 

VAN investment 16.715 
    

 
TIR 5% 
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SCENARIO 2B: 

Scenario 2B, margin 45% Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 113.245   226.490   339.735   566.225   679.470   
Other Incomes 10.850   12.700   14.550   18.250   20.100   
Cost Of Goods Sold 78.100   156.200   234.300   390.500   468.600   
Gross Profit 45.995   82.990   119.985   193.975   230.970   
Personal Cost 47.000   47.000   51.700   51.700   51.700   
Marketing Cost 51.810   40.000   40.000   40.000   40.000   
Maintenance Cost 1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   

 
     

EBITDA -53.815   -5.010   27.285   101.275   138.270   
Taxes (25%) 0   0   6.821   25.319   34.568   

 
     

Net earning  -53.815   -5.010   20.464   75.956   103.703   
*Assumption: personnel cost increases 10% in year 3 

 

 
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CASH FLOW -10.200 -53.815   -5.010   20.464   75.956   103.703   
VAN -10.200 -52.248   -4.722   18.727   67.486   89.455   

       
       
 

VAN investment 108.498 
    

 
TIR 32% 
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SCENARIO 3A: 

Scenario 3A, margin 35% Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 421.740   527.175   632.610   843.480   1.054.350   
Other Incomes 16.400   18.250   20.100   23.800   27.500   
Cost Of Goods Sold 312.400   390.500   468.600   624.800   781.000   
Gross Profit 125.740   154.925   184.110   242.480   300.850   
Personal Cost 47.000   47.000   51.700   51.700   51.700   
Marketing Cost  51.810   40.000   40.000   40.000   40.000   
Maintenance Cost 1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   

 
     

EBITDA 25.930   66.925   91.410   149.780   208.150   
Taxes (25%) 6.483   16.731   22.853   37.445   52.038   

 
     

Net earning  19.448   50.194   68.558   112.335   156.113   
*Assumption: personnel cost increases 10% in year 3 

 

  
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CASH FLOW -10.200 19.448 50.194 68.558 112.335 156.113 
VAN -10.200 18.881 47.312 62.740 99.808 134.664 

       
       
 

VAN investment 353.206 
    

 
TIR 277% 
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SCENARIO 3B: 

Scenario 3B, margin 45% Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 452.980   527.175   632.610   843.480   1.054.350   
Other Incomes  16.400   18.250   20.100   23.800   27.500   
Cost Of Goods Sold 312.400   390.500   468.600   624.800   781.000   
Gross Profit 156.980   154.925   184.110   242.480   300.850   
Personal Cost 47.000   47.000   51.700   51.700   51.700   
Marketing Cost 51.810   40.000   40.000   40.000   40.000   
Maintenance Cost 1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   1.000   

      
EBITDA 57.170   66.925   91.410   149.780   208.150   
Taxes (25%) 14.293   16.731   22.853   37.445   52.038   

      
Net earning  42.878   50.194   68.558   112.335   156.113   

*Assumption: personnel cost increases 10% in year 3 

 

  
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CASH FLOW: -10.200 42.878   50.194   68.558   112.335   156.113   
VAN: -10.200 41.629   47.312   62.740   99.808   134.664   

       
       
 

VAN investment 375.953 
    

 
TIR 427% 

     

Break-even point: 

Price Break-even 
10.544 31 
11.325 25 

 

So if we sell the trip at a price of 10.544€, we will make profits from trip 31 on, and if we sell it at a 

price of 11.325€, we will start making profits from trip 25 on. 
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